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A veteran psychologist presents a proven roadmap to greatly help ADHD kids succeed in school and life You’ve read all
of the expert advice, but despite countless efforts to greatly help your child cope better and stick to track, you’ In this
insightful and practical publication, veteran psychologist Sharon Saline shares the words and inner struggles of children
and teens living with ADHD— Saline’re still fighting everyday issues like homework, chores, addressing soccer practice on
time, and simply getting along without pushback and power struggles.and a blueprint for achieving lasting success by
working together. Topics include: * Establishing mutual goals that foster cooperation* Easing educational struggles*
Tackling everyday problems, from  Imagine if you could work with your child, motivating and engaging them in the
process, to create positive switch once and for all?s assistance and real-globe examples uncover how parents can
change the dynamic and truly help kids succeed. Based on a lot more than 25 years of knowledge counseling teenagers
and their families, Dr. tantrums and backtalk to keeping structured, building friendships, and more. With useful
exercises and easy-to-remember techniques, you’  ll locate a selection of practical strategies that basically work,
creating positive modification that will last a lifetime.  
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I Desire I'd Had This Reserve Earlier!! As a parent of two ADHD children, I wish that I'd got it earlier. Sarah Cheyette,
writer of ADHD and the Concentrated Mind This book is dense with accessible wisdom! I highly recommend her book!
Therefore lots of the struggles and frustrations that I went through are illuminated here. Saline runs on the strength
based approach to supporting families on their journey toward understanding ADHD and helping themselves and their
child. I pretty much got through the entire thing in about two daysFinally, even though I found this book a little bit late, I
have another child at home who does not have ADHD. I must say that among the beautiful reasons for having the book is
that the empathy and way of thinking that it fosters is incredibly useful to parents of most children. She not only
communicates the basic principles of dealing with your ADHD kid, but gives specific phrases to assist you defuse tense
circumstances and help your son or daughter through their ADHD. Therapists working with ADHD kids and teens AND
parents of kids and teenagers with ADHD, purchase this book! This publication both offers a road map for parents and
amazing stories from the mouths of teenagers involved in understanding their brains.and that people need strong
supportive networks and positive approaches to learn and grow. A lot of people with ADHD can't maintain curiosity in
books about ADHD. Dr. That one is different. Saline does an incredible job of weaving important scientifically based
research and knowledge about ADHD with compassionate and effective strategies for helping kids and teenagers with
ADHD thrive. From her clinical function, Dr. Saline clearly knows the psychological risk elements of low self-esteem,
major depression, and anxiety that can too often develop when children with ADHD are misunderstood and parented
from traditional models. I am hopeful that this will be a parenting guide which will change lives for ADHD children and
their parents. I feel like my family can finally breathe and relax (even if simply for another! While there are no easy
answers, Dr. She explains Executive Functioning symptoms with quotations from first-hand experiences of a number of
children. I'm sure many parents will see the practical information very helpful, but what really transferred me was how
it explained the ADHD brain and the subjective experience of children with ADHD. What a great book! Amazing tips
created in a digestible way! I'm active – and I'm sure you are too. We've a child with ADHD and that's exhausting plenty
of. Thank GOD I bought this book, it's truly there to assist you. Easy to read and so easy to implement. Thank you so very
much for writing something similar to this! As a parent of kids with ADHD, I know all as well well, when our children are
doing well, we breathe and sleep less difficult, and ANY help along the way is appreciated.) I've heard some of this
before, but Dr. Saline presents a useful and easy to comprehend guidebook to your ADHD kid. Saline's book provides a
essential toolkit for parents and kids who struggle with some of the challenges of ADHD. Presents Complex Materials in
Accessible Language As a clinician and parent, I am thrilled with Dr. I would suggest this reserve 10x over. I feel like
I've been heard and my prayers have already been answered. Saline’s new book. Her Five C’s of ADHD parenting are
excellent concepts—and I will add two more C’s which describe this book: Crystal clear and Comprehensive! Many parents
have a problem with understanding their child’s behavior and therefore have a problem empathizing with them and
feeling empowered to help them navigate the difficulties they encounter.! I am particularly thrilled that she has offered
very clear ideas for parents and kids to greatly help them create fresh patterns with their thinking, feeling and
behaviors. Dr. I underlined phrases, like: identify what's going well . Practical book Dr. I was honestly moved to tears in
the last chapter as she was sending families on their way with kind terms of understanding for what it’s really like to
grapple daily with the struggles of an ADHD family members. As a mother or father of an adult kid with ADHD and a
psychotherapist and neurotherapist who has helped a large number of customers thrive with ADHD I recommend this
reserve to parents along with anyone who counsels, teaches or elsewhere helps a child or teen with ADHD. A fantastic
book about helping children and teens with ADHD Dr Sharon Saline has written an extraordinary book about helping
children and teens with ADHD. Dr. Then she explains her system of five C’s: self-Control, Compassion, Collaboration,
Regularity and Celebration at length and guides visitors on how best to apply the five C’s to specific areas such as for
example parenting, life at home, college, self-regulation (both for parents and their children and teens), emotional
control, personal responsibility, self-awareness and acceptance, and so much more. A distinctive and powerful element
of this book is the voices of the kids and teenagers that are heard through the entire book which give visitors an
authentic look inside the minds and experiences of children and teens who have ADHD. This book is definitely worthy of
a read. Debra Burdick, LCSW, BCN Author of Mindfulness Skills for Kids and Teens, Mindfulness for Teens with ADHD,



Mindfulness for Children with ADHD, and Mindfulness Skill Card Deck for Kids. Saline clearly has on her behalf readers -
amazing empathy for the kids and parents about whom she writes. Saline goes into depth on techniques and emphasizes
collaboration and persistence. As I was studying the chapters, I came across myself thinking of my other child as well.
With her a long time of encounter, Dr. Saline empathizes with both ADHD kids and their parents, and is actually able to
give parents a feel for ADHD through their children’ eyes.. If you want to know when to push so when to accept, when to
punish and when to praise, it’s all in this book! She's done an excellent job of synthesizing complicated material and
presenting this information in accessible language & most importantly with kindness, empathy, and smarts.--Dr. It
makes sense of so a lot of my experience. I must say i liked this reserve! Saline offers useful help parents and kids need
and hope that there surely is light by the end of the tumultuous tunnel. We learn to really understand what it's like to
live with ADHD. Saline really cares about her readers I thought this book had a great deal of fantastic information for
parents, but what was even more apparent was the deep feeling Dr...."efforting" - it takes strength and courage to get
up, go to school and do more of everything you don't like to do. This book goes through all aspects of having an ADHD
kid: from how their brains are “wired,” to ways to get your child diagnosed, how to work with the school system, how
exactly to manage ADHD in the home, and how ADHD make a difference your child’s associations with peers. As a
professional specializing in the analysis and treatment of ADHD, I am heartened to read a publication about ADHD that
is practical, substantive, and engaging. This is an extremely helpful book. Warmth, Wisdom & Wit This book blends tips
and wisdom that easily apply to all of us, with or without children with ADHD. It’s also an enormous relief to read
practical ‘how to’ guidelines woven therefore artfully with tale and knowing that sensitively embrace both kids and
parents. It addresses all the bases for parents who are determining what to do for their child, how exactly to understand
them and talk to them, and how to support them. As somebody who discovered as an adult that I had ADHD, I wish my
parents had this publication 45 years back! The detailed illustrations and tales bring the important lessons home in a
manner that families in the trenches really can relate to. SO KEY. Children with ADHD have to feel comprehended and
valued for his or her special qualities rather than being made to feel that they are a source of frustration and irritation
for his or her parents and teachers. Dr. Saline's book is a valuable resource to all parents, not just parents if your son or
daughter has ADHD, get this book As the mom of a daughter with ADHD, and as a psychotherapist who works together
with children, I would recommend this reserve wholeheartedly. Dr. I recommend this reserve! Dr Saline’s function
renews my wish that Love can be alive and well, and that with presence we can make anything better together. First she
helps readers understand the biology of ADHD and the mind.Also--the book is incredibly readable, something for which
I'm very grateful.
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